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The meeting was called to order at 10.15 a.m.
AGENDA ITEM 881 NATIONAL EXPERIENCE I~ ACHIEVING FAR-REACHING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
CHANG~ FOR THE PURPOSE OF SOCIAL PROGRESS (A/42/56-E/1987/1, A/42/57-E/1987/8,
A/C.3/42/L.3, A/42/411)
AGENDA ITEM 89:

QUESTION OF AGING (A/42/567, A/42/3, A/C.3/42/L.4)

AGENDA ITEM 90:

POLICIES AND PROGRAMMBS INVOLVING YOUTH (A/42/595J 1./42/3)

AGENDA ITEM 93: IMPLDotENTATION OF THE WCRLD PROGRAMME OF ACTION CONCERNING
DISABLED PERSONS AND THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE OF DISABLED PERSONS (A/42/551,
A/42/561, A/42/3)
AGENDA ITEM 94:

CRIME PREVENTION AND

CRI~INAL

JUSTICE (A/42/453, A/42/3)

AGENDA ITEM 1411 INTERREGIONAL CONSULTATION ON DEVELOPMENTAL SOCIAL WELFARE
POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES (A/C. 3/42/5)
1.
Mr. DUEHRING (German Democratic Republic) said that his country continued to
support the activities undertaken by tne United Nations to improve the living
conditions of the youth and integrate them into social development, particul~rly
those of the International Youth Year, which had helped to bring closer together
young people of differont political opinions and religious or ideological beliefs,
all seeking to create a world where all nations would live in peace. In
March 1987, an intern~tional youth seminHr had been held in Berlin, attended by
representatives from socialist and capitalist countrie&, non-aligned countries and
national liberation movements, the purpose of which was to encourage dialogue and
str~ngthen mutual understanding among the youth of the world.
The event had
provided an occasion for recalling the support of the youth of the German
Democratic Repu~lic for the Palestinian people and for the struggle ~f the peoples
of southern Africa.
2.
The German Democratic R(.!:'ublic believed that promoting the participation of
young people in the conduct of public affairs connoted the implement~tion of all
their hwnan rights: the right to education, to work, to recreat'.on and culture and
to a happy life in peace. Thus, in the German Democratic Republic, whose
Government b~lieved that social welfare waR' matter for the State and not for
public charity, concrete policies had b~en developed which had effectively ruled
out the marginali;'ltion of social groups. The State devoted particul~: attention
to the problems of the old and the disabled, who were the focus of the social
~elfare programme it was endeavouring to implement in compliance with the
International Plan of Action on Aging and the World Programme of Action concerning
Disabled Persons. The many special educdt".ional programllles and employment
opportunities it offered were extremely helpful in integrating and ensuring
economic security for the physically or mentally disabled. For them, as for all
citizens, all medical treatment and car~ wag free and they received special
pensions. Old people could also continue to work after retirement and thus play a
part in the further development of soci~li without forfeiting thei~ pensions.
/
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3.
Mrs. DIEGUF.Z (Mexico) said that the objectives stated in the Declaration on
Social Progress and Development were still valid and far from having been
achieved. Indeed, the world situation appeared to have worsened with the
reeurgence of &rmed conflicts, inequalities baeed on sex, race or ationality and
the persistence of colonialism.
4.
As Mrs. Anstee, Dir~tor General of the United Nations Office at Vienna
recently commented, ther~ had been no economic recovery in the overwhelming
majority of developing countries in 1986. In the Latin American and Caribbean
region, debt problems, scarcity of capital and the drop in commodity prices had
forced most countries of the ,egion to cut back on their social welf~(e policies,
with serious effects on their population, particularly the most vulntrable groups.
In that connection, Mexico was gratified by the role played by UNICEF in
intervening with Governments and the major international financial agencies to
~n8ure that ~djustment policies took full account of the human factor.
5.
The developing countries were trying to recover from the crisis by making
structural adjustments sensitive to human needF. However, those efforts would be
futile unless the rich countries ackno~ledged their own responsibility for economic
development. Her delegation therefore welcomed the adoption at the Interregional
Consultation recently held at Vienna of the GUiding principles for developmental
social welfare policies and programmes in the near future, but regretted that the
Consultation had not produced a firm commitment to North-South co-operation and
that the implementation o~ those principles was still problematical.
6.
Mexico was gratified by the revival o~ interest in youth shown by Governments
and inter~ational organizations during International Youth Year, as indicated in
the secretary-r~neral'8 report (A/42/595) and supported the proposals in
paragraph 10 of the report, in partiCUlar those calling for a comprehensive revi~w
of the global situation of youth by the Centre for Social Dtvelopment and
Humanitarian Affairs every four years. For its part, Mexico had maintained the
Co-ordination Committee established in 1985 with the object of following up on the
activities undertaken as part of International Youth Year. Her country was
encouraging the democratic palticipation of young people in public affairs and the
realization of their fundamental rights, in particular, the right to live in peace
in a just world.
7.
As the Secretary-General had indicated in his report (A/42/567), all countries
in the world would soon have aging populations and the phenomenon would be more
pronounced in the developing countries. Consequently, preventive programmes should
be launched now and, as the Secretary-~neral suggested, should assign a broader
role to non-government~l organizations in implementing the 4nternational Plan of
Action on Aging. Her Government was now planning surveys on the social, economic
and political consequences of aging. In June 1988, it would be hosting the
fourteenth International Gerontology Congress, which would be attended by
representatives of government and non-governmental organizations mainly fr~ Latin
America and the Caribbean. The purpose of the conference was to exchange
experience and develop recommendations to be submitted to the Commission for Social
Development and the General Assembly.
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8.
~s. ALVAREZ (France), referring to the Interregional Consultation on
Developmental Social Welfare Policies and Programmes, said that it had increased
awareness of the social changes whic~ had taken place in the past 20 years and of
the relationship between growth and soci~l development. At the meeting, emphasis
had been placed on the urgent need to rethink social welfare polLcies and to
consider basic questions such as the role of the family, the place of women in
society and the needs of old people and the disabled, population groups which were
frequently disadvantaged. It was significant that the final document had been
adopted by consensus, that the COmmission for S~ial Development had been askea to
monitor Unplementation of the recomm-~dations it contained and that the authority
of the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs in social matters had
been strengthened. Now that it had been restructured, the Centre should be b~tter
able to supervise the conduct of social welfare programmes and to evaluate the
resources necessary to Unplement them.
9.
She recognized that it was difficult to establish priorities between
programmes. However, streamlining measures could be envisaged such as, inter alia,
having longer intervals between surveys and queBtionn~ireB, refraining from
organizing two major events in anyone year, making greater use of the expertioe of
the functional committees of the Economic and Social CO'lncil, increasing
co-operation with the non-governmental organization) and putting the Centre in
charge of co-ordinating activities within its area of competence undertaken by
institutions of the United Nations and by the specialized agencies.
10. The Third Committee should itself to be more careful and should, inter alia,
refrain from asking the Secretary-General for annual repolts on questions which
c~uld be the subject of in-depth reports submitted every few years and from calling
for more expert meetings or world conferences. Unless the Committee was able to
streamline its work, the Secretariat would be constrained to make choices which
might not suit all States.
11. On the subject of crime prevention and criminal justice, she reaffirmed the
importance of the United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the
~reatment of Offenders and stressed the key role of the Committee on Crime
prevention and Control.. With regard to programmes, she proposed that the emphasis
be placed on a few activities, in particular, research concerning justice for
minors, prevention of juvenile delinquency and crime victims, application of the
norms drafted by the United Nations in the field ot criminal justlce and
establishment of a world-wide informatio~ network on crime prevention and criminal
justice.
12. Her delegation had read with interest the report of the secretary-General on
the implementation of the World Programme of Action coooerning Disabled Persons
(A/42/56l) and the recommendations of the Stockholm meeting of experts, the two
documents highlighted the inadequacy of efforts made in three major fields, namely,
prevention, rehabilitation and equalization of chances. In the view of her
delegation, the iSRue of the disabled was one of national solidarity and a major
element of the social policy to be carried out by States. On the other hand, it
was not a human rights issue warranting the drafting of further legal instruments.
/
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13. The French Government's main aim was to integrate the disabled, whether at
school or at work, .r) as to provide them with living conditions that were as
similar as possible to those enjoyed by the rest of the population.
14. with regard to the report of the Secretary-General on the question of aging
(A/42/567), she pointed out that the number of ag1ng persona was growing ateadily
in industrialized societies and that the same would gradually happen in t~~
devel~ping countries where the problem would be more severe,
There again,
collectiVE! solidarity must come int') play so ~'s to ensure that. the burden of
providing social welfare for such persons was shared by all the 80cial partners.
15. The French Govclnm9nt had been working steadily to deal with the difficulties
of the aging on the one hand, to enable such people to remain as long as possible
in their familiar surroundings and, on the other hand, when placement in an
institution became inevitable, to provide appropriate facilities and care for them.
16. Finally, receiving foreigners and ensuring their BOcial and professional
integration was part of the French social welfare system and was a continuing
concern of the French Governmpnt.
17. Mr. MARWAT (Pakistan), referring to item 88, noted with satisfaction that,
despite its financial difficulties, the United Nations continued to give priority
to social development, which remained a prerequisite for the exercis~ of
fundamental right~ and treedams. He drew attention to the need for prompt
implementation of the international strategy for the Third United Nations
Development Decade, stating that the guiding principles recently adopted in Vienna
offered a good basis for improving the Jiving standard of future generatiolls.
Pakistan was fUlly conscious of the problems caused by changes in the social
situation in the world - urbanization, industrialization and unde~-employment, and,
in the third world, the problem of illiteracy - and had embarked on a five-point
~rogramme designed to accelerate socio-economic development.
18. Turning t ) agenda item 89, he pointed out that Pakistan continued to implement
the recommendations contained in the International Plan of Action on Aging and that
it had drawn up a plan of action to enable its aging popUlation t~ -nioy a life of
fulfilment in their own families and communities. The media had been asked to
educate young people in that area by teaching them to give physical and
psychological support to their elders. A scheme of grants for voluntary social
welfare agencies dealing with senior citizens had been approved.
19. The activities concerning youth undertaken by the United Nations had been an
outstanding success. Pakistan had participated fully in celebrating International
Youth Year, in particular, it had organized seminars, workshops, festivals and
recreational trips for young people at the national and regional level. I t
attached special importance to the problems of youn~ geopl~ and to the role they
could play in society and in promoting peace and de' Lopment. It had allocated a
sizeable proportion of its budget to youth-oriented projects.

/
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20.

Pakistan accorded high priority to the prevention of disability, to
of the disabled a~d to giving them equal ~pportunities. The
recommendations of the World Programme of Action co~cerning Disabled Persons had
been integrated in its sixth five-year development plan and the Government had
•• tabli~hed a special committee, h9aded by the Minister of Health, Special
Education and Social Welfare, to implement the programme concerning disabled
persons. Budgetary allocations for activities for disabled persons had increased
considerably over the past few ye~rs and a special fund for the welfare and
rehabilitation of the mentally retarded and physically disabled had been instituted.
reh~bilitation

21. Turnillg to item 94, he stressed the need tor international co-operation in the
area of er im. prevention and control.. It was nect"ssary to address the
8ocio-economic inequities which were often the underlying cause of crime, and to
assist the d~ve ~ping c~untries to acquire the personnel and equipment needed for
crim~ prevention.
Finally, with r~spect to criminal justice, it was necessary to
take into account the special conditions of each country and their political,
economic, &ocial, cultural and religious diversity. The ~vernment was committed
to making Pakistan an Islamic welfare State and the crUn~nal justico programme it
had adopted was an Unportant step i~ that direction.
22. Mr. ~ITTIKHOUN (Lao People's Democratic Republic), referring to agenda
item 90, emphasized the importance of youth participation in shaping the future of
~~nkind.
In ~aos, the youth, united under the Lao People's Revolutionary Youth
araization, were considered as a dyn;::;;ic component of society. Having taken part
•.' the nlllional l1beration war tlgainst colonialist and imperiali&t forces, young
people were now participating in the political, economic, social and cultural life
of the country and ware devoting all their efforts to the implementation of the new
economic management mechanism. Anxious to promote understanding between peoples
and peacefUl coexistence between States, the Lao People's Revolutionary Youth
Organization was strengthening its relations with the youth organizptions of
socialist and friendly countries throughout the world in or,'er to establish a broad
exchange of experience and facilitate the realization of lLe objectives of the
International Youth Year.
23. However, the conditions of youth in many parts of the world left much to be
desired. Consequently, priority must continue to be given to the formulation and
implementation of measures guaranteeing to young people the e~ercise of their right
to education ~nd work in conditions of peace.

24. In his report entitled "Highlights of the world social situation 1987, recent
developments and current issues", the Secretary-General indicated that the economic
and social situation in many regions of the world remained troublesome. The
obstacles to economic and social progress of peoples must be removed and it was
important, in that. egard, to stuoy the experiences and results obtained by other
countries. In e;,;::. spiri t, the Laotian delegation was prepared to join in the
co-sponsorship of any draft resolutio~ relating to tl~t issue.

/
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25. With respec:t t,o agenda item 93, the Laotian delegation noted that thel:e was
increasing concorn for problems of disabled persons. Although progress had been
made in that araa, much remained to be done. The international community must take
measures to ensure the prevention of diAability, the rehabHitation of handicap98d
people and equa1hntion of their appor'"IJnities. The Voluntary Pund for the united
N..-tions Decade of lIisabled Persons played " useful role in that connecticn and
deserved the ~ull fHIPport of the international community.
~l\.
Mrs. ITO (Japsnl considered the inclusion of it.6m 141 in the agendil to be very
opportune. Since policies of sociai welfare were directly linked to the
improvement of living conditions, it was urgent to tackle those problems in a
comprehensive manr\er, at the nat!r,nal and international levels. In that context,
the Japanese delegation welcome~ the fruitful results of the Interregional
Consultation on De,'elo~ental &ocial welfare policies and Programmes, recently held
in Vienna.

27. With respect to agenda item 89, the JaDanese representative ma~e the
observation that in the year 2025, the global population aged 60 and above would be
three times greater than in 1980. Inspired by the Internatioral Plan of Action on
Aginq and with tt~t pros~ct in view, Japan had stepped up its efforts to
restructure its (werall socio-economic system. In particular, attention haj been
focused on the elaburation of social welfare policies encouraging self-help in
order to establish a balanced system of social security, particularly in terms of
cl'st-effectiveness. Her delegation emphasi:l:ed the relevance of the
Secretary-General's report (A/42/567), which WdS a helpful source of inspiration
and also described the financial siLuation of the V.tited NatioRs Trust Pund for
Aging. The idea of a declaration on the rights of the aged should :,. further
explored.
28. The representative of Japan welcomed the resulte of the Global Meeting of
Experts to Review the Implementation of the Woz;ld Programme of Al'tion concerning
Di.abled Persons at the Mid-Point of the united Nations Decade of Disabled
Persons. The 30 recommendations adopted at that meeting were certainly useful, but
probably too ambitious. Her delegation hardly saw the merit of the plan to draft
an international convention on the e1 imination of all forms of discr imination
against handicapped persons.
29. In 1982, Japan lIad formUlated the Long-Term Plan for Measures for Disabled
Persons. In 1987, a body composed of experts and disabled persons had adopted for
the seccnd half of the Decade of Disabled Persons a new set of measures founded on
the concepts of rehabilitation and prevention of disa~ilities. Programme. for the
disabled were also being carried out with the co-operation of the non-governmental
organizations concerned. In order to extend its activities for disabled people to
t.he world at large, Japan was providing active technical and medical assistance to
developing countries, receiving trainees from abroad, convening international
conferences and holding sports contests. Unfortunctely, owing to a lack of funds,
the Voluntary Pund for the United Nations Decade of Disable~ Persons, which had
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played a c~ntral role in the implementation of the World Programme of Action
concerning disabled persons, had been forced to curtail or decrease its assistance.
With respect to agenda item 90, the repre&~ntative of Japan pointed out th~t
the healthy development of youth and its active participation in society were
essential elements in the attainment of development and peace. Sht! mentioned the
various plans and programmes undertaken b~ the Japanese National Co-ordinating
Committee, set up on the occasion of the International Youth Year. The Japanese
Government was 1etermined to continue its efforts in that direction. In
particular, it attached great importance to the promotion of mutual understanding
through international exchan~es of youth. Since 1965, some 7,500 young people ~ad
been sent to 34 countries, where they had been deeply appreciaced.
30.

31. With respect to agenda item 94, the international community wp.lcomed the
achievements of the Seventh uni ted Nat ions Congress on the Prevent ion of Cr ime and
the Treatment of Offenders. In the conviction that th.· exchange of views and
experiences in that field ~mong Member States would be usefuL, Japan had recently
organized two international training ~'urses and an international seminar on
various aspects of crime and treatment of offenders.

32. The representative of Japan drew attention to the activities of the United
Nations Office at Geneva. She hoped that that Office could ~~velop more cleative
strategies ~nd activities on the national, regional and international level and
that it could overcome its continuing financial difficulties by more efficient and
proper use of funds entrusted to it.
Miss EFPANGE (Cameroon), speaking on age~ua item 90, recalled the major
activities undertaken by the United Nations to ensure the involvement of young
people in the development process of their O~I countries and in programmes of
international co-operation. She was pl~ased to note that follow-up activities of
the International Youth Year were under way at the na~ional level.

33.

34. Her country accorded the highest priority to activities related to youth,
which ~onstituted over 52 per cent of the Cameroon population. Those activities
were aimea at ensuring the equal participation of youth in national development.
In Cameraon, education was ~ompulsory and either free or heavily subsidized by the
Government. Expenditure on education was a very significant percentage of the
budget and there had been a 75 per cent increase 1n the number of schools between
1975 and 1985. Despite the economic crisis, the CllIl'-~oon Government was striving
to finance, at least partially, the studies of Camerounians abroad in pursuit of
scientific and technical education, which were of crucial ~.mportance for the
country's dev~lopment. In public and para-public institutions, positions were
'reserved for Cameroonian graduates to ensure that economic development was carried
out essentially by Cameroonian youth.
In order to avoid the massive exodus of youth from the rural to the urban
areas, the Gover nment of CamerOOn had takE"n measures designed to br ing education
and improved health care to rural areas. The Government was al~0 taking steps to

35.
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build roado and improve water supply in the village. and was sending technical
experts into the country to introduce modern technology to increase food
production. The emphasis was on the eutablishment of medium-sized agricultural
industri~s with a view to creating job op~rtunities for youth.
36. Much still remained to be done at the reqional and international levels to
increase co-operat~on in youth policies. It was for that reason that Cameroon
supported the ~ppeal of the Secretary-General for the strengthening of teChnical
co-operation in the agencie8 of the United Nations system which dealt with
youth-related activities. In spite of the current financial crisi., the delegation
of Cameroon fully endor.ed an increase in the re.ources of the United Nation:! Youth
Fund to meet the increa.ing requests from Governaents for assistance in
irrple..nting youth polJ.cies and progra..... "sources allotted to such progralll\leS
represented a good inve.tment for the tuture. It al.o .upported the .trengthening
of channels of conmunication between the United Nation., youth and youth
organizations and collaboration between Governments in the exchange of information,
research and the prollDtion of youth issues in general. It hoped that the
Secretary-General would prepare a progress report on the i ••ue for 8ubmis8ion to
the General Assembly at ita forty-third .e.sion.
37. Mr8. DU Yong (China), speaking on agenda it... 141 and 94, was pleaMed by the
success of the Interregional Con.ultation on Developmental Social .elfare Policies
and Progranme8. Since the adoption in 1969 of the Declaration on Social Progress
and Development, con.iderable progre•• had been ..de in that area. Infant
mortality rates had fallen, average lite ~pectancy had ri.en while nutritional
standards and the availability of health care and education had i~roved. However,
the rapid increase in world population, which currently eKceeded 5 billion,
represented a major challenge. In many countries there was still much to be done
to reduce unemployment, underemployment, illiteracy and to i.prove health care, and
eliminate poverty and maln\Jtrition. raced with .uch challlnges, the participant.
in the Consultation had reaffirmed tt.. ir c~italent to strengthen co-operaUan and
take practical action at the international, regional and national level. to ~ai.e
the material and spiritual standards of living of all .ember. of .ociety, while
respecting human rights and funda...ntal freedom.
Referring to the manifold activities of the united Nation. in the social
field, she errphasized that 8a::i41 and economic development must be regarded as
indivisible. However, experience had .hown that econe-ic growth did not
automatically lead to sa::ial dev,lopment and did not neces.arily solve social
problems. It was therefore important in the formulation of developmental social
policies and Progranmes to take into acoount the right of all meabera of sa::iety to
live in di9~ity and freedom consistent with the principle of social justice and the
equ i table.ar ing of national wealth. Moreover, sa:: ial welfare .hould not Iv a
burden on economic development and it. role wa. not to provide c~pen.ati(
sid
and relief to passive recipients. Ita function in development should be Vea ... ed and
emphasized with a view to mobilizing the maximum potential of the entire
populat ion, including specific groups such as women, youth, the elderly and the
disabled.
38.
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39. The Chinese Government attached great importance to social welfare and social
development and to the enhancement of the material and cultural living standards of
all the people. In China, empl~ee salaries and peAsant incomes continued to
increase. In addition, e~ployees benefited from a very elabu~ate system of social
weltare, including, in particular, retirement pension, unempl~ment insurance, fr~e
medical service, maternity leave and a range of additional benefits and subsidies.
Bconomic growth and social development had broU9ht practical 'lenefita to all
members of society. The increase in the number of jobs had absorbed surplus labour
in the rural area. and was the most tangible result. The Government had always
given special consideration to certain social groups, such as women, youth, the
elderly and disabled, and had helped them to play a full role in national
construction.
40. In the fields of crime prevention and criminal justice, her delegation
believed that it would be appropriate to convene the United Nations Congress on the
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders once every five years.
Bxperience had shown that the several conqresses held in the past, particularly the
last two congresses, had not only produced positive results for the study of
criminal tendencies but had also enabled various countries to excbange
ex per iences. Her delegation hoped that the relevant Uni ted Nations bodies would
actively complete preparations for the Eighth United Nations Congress. It welcomed
the adoption by the Seventh Congress of a series of ~'~Rtructive documents,
particularly the United Nations Standard Minimum ltules for t;le Administration of
Juvenile Justice, also ref~rred to as the 8eijing Rules. Juvenile crime was one of
the social problems that caused tne international community concern and the 8eijing
Rules represented a point of reference for the Member States of the ~nited
Nations. It was the responsibility of the Organization and its Member States to
find ways of encouraging the implementation of that document.
41. Mrs. OTUNBABVA (Union of Soviet Socidlist Republics), speaking on agenda
it... 88, 90, 94 and 141, said that th~ world was confronted by serious social
problemsJ the Secretary-General's report (A/42/Sl2) had convincingly described how
acute arA important they were. Her delegation fully supported the conclusions of
that report. In social development, each State chose its own dpproach. Por its
part, the Soviet Union, since the October Revolution, had m?~e radical social
changes. It had eliminated inequality and the exploitation of man by man, economic
backwardness and illiteracy and had created social and State structures which had
made it possible to solve its major social problems. The Government would not stop
there however but was currently engaged in a process of restructuring and
transforming society which, through democratization and openness, would ~ecisively
accelerate soc ial develc:pment.
42. For exaq)le, the Soviet Union was engaged in A campaign to overhaul ita
educational system. I~ that endeavour, ~le human factor played a basic role and
hundreds of thousands of teachers throughout the whole country were attempting to
invent new methods of stimulating the full development of the personality and
creativity of each child. At t,e same time, the State was seeking the means of
improving the system of medical care by soliciting the public's views on a document
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of great social and humanitarian importance which described the basic rationale for
the development of the country's h~alth services. Very substantial reSOurced would
be invested in the impltimentation of that nati~al programme.
43. In its process of restructuring and accelerated economic and social
development, the Soviet Union was taking advantage of the experience of other
countries. In the educational field, for example, it was carefully studying the
experience of job training in Cuba, of aesthetic instruction in Japan and Bulgaria,
and of specialized teaching in Prance. It was also seeking to exchange experience
in the field of social and economic change. In 1988 a United Nations seminar on
the question of national experience in achieving far-reaching social and economic
changes for the purpo~e of social progress would be held in the Soviet Union. Her
delegation supported the strengthening of the role of the United Nations in the
social ~ield and pa~ticularly the action of the Vienna Centre for Social
Development and Humanitarian Affairs.
44. The guidelines which had been adopted during the Interregional Consultation on
Developmental Social Melfare Policies and Programmes represented an important step
towards the achievement of the goals and objectives of the Declaration on Social
Progress and Development and it was to be hoped that they would be adopted by the
General Assenbly.
.
45. International Youth Year had drawn the attention of the international
comunity to the problems of young people. The United Nations shOuld play an
important role in strengthening co-operation between States with a view to solving
those problems. It would be usefUl, for example, for the General Assembly in 1990
to hold a special session on the questions of youth, as it had done in 1985.
Unfortunately, in 1987 the Secretariat had not prepared a report on the question of
channels of communication between youth organizations and the United Nations, as it
had done at the previous aession of the General Assembly. The United Nations
should not cut itself off from the daily concerns and the activities of youth
organizations. Informal meetings at Geneva were the beat means of devloping and
multiplying those chan. !la of communication. Similarly, the Soviet delegation
supported the proposal to prepare a legal instrument dealing with questions
relating to the situation of young people and which would lay down the principles
underlying solutions to their problems.
46. Miss ABDUL R~ (Democratic Yemen) said that the rights of young people were
closely linked to the right of peoples to self-determination and to the strd9gle
for peace. To recognize the importance of th~ participation of youth in building
the future and the role ~o be played by young people in all fields waa a180 to
recognize that a present marked by unemployment, illiteracy, sickness, racism,
oppression and discrimination did not promise a radiant future. The United
Nations, through the General Assenbly and the Economic and Social Council, had
gradually become aware of that problem and hence the international community na~
urged that every ~ffort should be made to favour the partici~ation of young people
in development in peace and in international co-operation.
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41. The delegation of Democratic Yemen reaffirmed the importance of the
conclusions and recommendations which appeared in the Secretary-General's report
(A/42/595) ar.d appealed to the international community to accord increasing
importance to studies and co-operation in all fields of concp.rn to young people.
It also reaffirmed the importance of co-ordination between the various programmes
undertaken in that field, the strengthening of national committees and of the links
which those committees maintained between themselves and with the United Nations
system.
48. In Democratic Yemen young people were considered to be a national resource.
Their struggle, their abilities and their unshakeable faith in the people had
enabled them to participate, through many sacrifices, in the accession of
Democratic Yemen to independence. Those same qualities were today enabling young
people to take pArt in the building of a new Yemeni society. In spite of the
country's meagre resources, the party and the State attached great importance to
youth and did so in accordance with the actual Constitution of the country. The
Young People's Union, which organized the participation of young people in
development, was represented in the Presidium of the Supreme People's Council and
in all local people's assemblies, side by side with other mass organizations and
trade unions.
49. Her delegation was concerned at the alarming rise in crime in the world but
stressed that in Democratic Yemen, thanks to the untirjng efforts of the
Government, the rates of criminality had been brought down to very low levels.
Moreover, the State had adopted modern methods for the treatment and rehabilitation
of delinquents. The legisl ,on of Democratic Yemen was based on the principle
that sanctions were designed not to punish but to cure. Finally, the delegation of
De~ratic Yemen reaffirmed the importance of strengthening the role of the United
Nations in the field of crime prevention and penal justice.
50. Mr. AL-KALBASH (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya) said that the c~lebration in 1985 of
World Youth Year revealed the importance which the United Nations had always
attached to young people and their participation in development and international
co-operation. Aware that in all countries young people repre&ented the social,
economic and political future, . :bya had modified its educational system in ord~r
to take into account the intellectual and physical abilities of young people and
had undertaken many activities on their behalf. in the fields of culture and sport.
51. Libya had always supported all the plans and programmes undertaken to tackle
the problem of aging, particularly the Vienna Plan of Action. In Libya elderly
people had no special problems because of the powerful social links which joined
all the members of the family and because of the existing social ~ystem which
protected elderly people and guaranteed them the right to retirement, to free
social services and to health care. Furthermore, there were social agencies for
the protection of elderly persons without famil~.
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52. Every society must devote special attention to the problems of the disabled.
The International Year of the Disabled, held in 19r1 following an initiative by the
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, had been one of the most important events ever organized by
the Urited Nations. Libya had set up a n~tional committee for the protection of
the handicapped, had promulgated b law recognizirg that such persons had specific
rights and had established for th~ a large numher of rehabilitation centres. Lik~
many other countries, Libya had been involved in colonial wars, which had led to a
large number of disabled perPJns. The international community muat recognize that
f~ct and compel the countries responsible for the explosions and minefields to pay
compensation and to provide rnapq and information which would make it possible to
eliminate the dangers which still remained. Finally, 'his delegation reaffirmed the
importance of technical co-operation between developed and developing countries in
the provision or aid to the disabled. It appealed to the international community
and the United Nations to continue the implementation of the World Programme of
Action and to provide the developing countries with the necessary means to that end.
53. Libya had adopted a system of social defence based on volunteers who had
helped to ensure order and security in th~ country a~d to cut down crime. Because
of its traditions, its religious faith and its socialist and popular regime, Libyan
society could provide each individual with a livelihood which took away the
temptation to commit crimes.
54, Mr. GARVALOV (Bulgaria I said he was encouraged by the efforts of the
international community to promote social progress and development. The primary
orientation of those efforts was clearly indicated in the Declaration on Social
Progress and Development adopted in 1969. The main objective was to eliminate
poverty, under-development, illiteracy, malnutrition and disease, scourges still
prevalent at the end of the twentieth century. The (ecent International Conference
on the Relationshi~ between Disarmament and Development had indicated that
disarmament offered the possibility of releasing additional resources to overcome
those scourges. His delegation fully supported'that approach.
55. The Interregional Consultation on Developmertal Social Welfare Policies and
Programmes held recently in Vienna was another ~neficial factor for international
co-operation in the 90cial field. The reBults of that Consultation, and especially
the Guiding Principles set forth in document E/CONF.80/10 indicated that the
majority of Member States were ready to promote co-operation in the social field in
the spirit of the 1969 Declaration. In that regard, the Commission on Social
Development had an important role to play, and its agenda should be broadened, as
should that of the Commission on the Status of Women.
56.

His delegation welcomed the fact that the Centre for Social Development and
Affairs had beco~~ the focal point for United Nations activities in
the social field. The work ot the Organization in that field required substantial
funds which, in the ligh~ of the current situation of the Organization, entailed
more efficient and ration~l planning and management of projects. Although
extrabudgetary resources could provide additional opportunities in that regard,
Hum~nitarian
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there w~s navertheless a need to maintain a proper balance between those resources
and the resources of the regular budget, in such a way as tu respect the priorities
set by Member States.
57. He gave his assurance that his country was, as always, ready to contribute to
international action in the field of aod.al and humani tarian co-operation.
58. Mrs. SHERMAN-PETER (Bahamas) noted that the full integration of youth in
development was a challenge for all Governments, and particularly for developing
countries, which faced serious difficulties linked with debt and the balance of
trade. In The Bahamas, the situation was complicated b} its archipelagic
configuration, which obliged it to duplicate programmes in many islands.
59. The Government of The Bahamas, applying the recommendations in the Guiding
Principles fo~ Developmental Social WeLfare Policies and Programmes for the benefit
of youth, had undertaken numerous activities, focused in particular on employment,
education and information. Her Goverr~ent's policy of economic diversification and
expansion was aimed at gener3ting permanent jobs for youth, especially in banking,
tourism, agriculture and fisheries. Special emphasis was placed on education. In
The Bahamas, education was free and compulsory for all children up to 16 years, and
scholarships were awarded on the basis of merit.
60. In conjunction with various minietrip.s and non-governmental organizations
concerned with youth, the Ministry of Y~uth, Sports and Community Affairs,
established in 1977, encouraged youth to determine policies that affected them
directly. In turn, the enterprises promoted activitie~ des!gned to familiarize
youth with the business world.
61. At the international level, The Bahamas continued to ~articipate in many
activities. In 1987, it had hosted, jointly with the Commonwealth Youth Programme,
a seminar on drug education. In addition, The Bahamas had established a National
Youth Advisory Council, which served as n channel of communicatir between ~he
United Nations, youth and youth organizations in The Bahamas.
62.

The Bahamas considered that the organizations of the United Nations system,
UNESCO, ILO and UNDP, had an important role to play in realizing the
objectives of the International Youth Y~ar. The same applied to the United Nations
Fund for Drug Abuse Control, which was assisting many developing countries,
including The Bahamas, in financing drug-abuse prevention programmes.
incll~ing

63. The Bahamas acknowledged the efforts of the Centre for Bocial Development and
Humanitarian Affairs to provide Govern~ents with the necessary support in the field
of youth, and regretted the resource constraints under which the Centre was
functioning.
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64. Mr. MALAGA IPeru) said that a balance sheet of the world economy would
indicate that the world possessed the necessary financial, scientific and technical
resources to elUninate hunger and poverty. The so)e obstacle to integrated
development was the inefficient use of those resources. In the developing
countries, the reduction in public expenditure stemming from the adjustment
policies those countries had bee~ required to apply had led to an increase in
abject poverty and infant mortality, especially among the most vulnerable groups.
65. The Interregional Consultation on Developmental Social Welfare p~licies and
Programmes had drawn up a number of objectives to be attained in the near future
and had suggested the adoption, at the national, regional and inter regional levels,
of measures which constituted a genuine challenge. Nevertheless, the
implementation of those reconmendations was a priority task which could not be
postp?ned if Governments were to avoid the phenomenon of social rejection, leading
also to a recurrence of terrorism.
66. Peru was quite aware of the danger which the problem of aging posed to
development. Unfortunately, the institution of the necessary means to ensure the
social welfare of aged persons represented an investment that was beyond the reach
of many developing countries f!cing more pressing problems. That was why it was
necessary to allocate more resources to the United Nations Trust Fund for Aging,
which financed training courses in the field of aging, such as those organized in
Peru by the International Center of Social Gerontology. In that regard, his
delegation shared the concerns expressed by the Secretary-General concerning the
need to build up the resources of the Fund. The Commission on Social Development
had an important role to play in so far as it was called upon to ~arry out the
appraisal and implementation of the International Plan of Action on Aging.
67. Turning to the question of the disabled, he said that Peru intended to examine
closely the recommendations put forward by the meating of experts to evaluate the
implementation of the World Programme of Action concerning Disabled Persons so as
to benefit from the experience acquired and the research carried out in that field.
68. Pe~u faced the difficult task of restructuring its econom} in the face of a
deteriorating social situation, extremP. poverty and malnutrition in certain 1reas
of the country, and the violence that inevitably ensued. His Government had
assumed its responsibilities or the protection of the country's vulnerable groups
and hoped, in return, that the international community would be able to fulfil its
own responsibilities by pur&uing practical programmes of co-operation.
The meeting rose at 12.55 p.m.

